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English Mountains 
and Rivers Subject Unit title

Reading
This term, the books we will be reading 
include:
● Blue John

Vocabulary

Narrative
Setting description
Character description
Direct speech
Fronted adverbials
Expanded noun phrases

Writing

We will be focusing our writing on 
narratives.
We will be developing our descriptions 
of settings and characters.
We will be writing narratives about a 
range of mythical creatures.

We will continue to discuss writing 
similar to that which the children are 
planning to write, in order to 
understand and learn from its structure.

Grammar

Children will be learning to:
● extend the range of sentences 

with more than one clause by 
using a wider range of 
conjunctions, including when, if, 
because, although

● use the present perfect form of 
verbs in contrast to the past 
tense

● choose nouns or pronouns 
appropriately for clarity and 
cohesion and to avoid repetition

● use conjunctions, adverbs and 
prepositions to express time and 
cause

● use fronted adverbials
● indicate possession by using the 

possessive apostrophe with 
plural nouns

● use and punctuate direct speech



Maths Decimals 
and Money Subject Unit title

Objectives
● Compare numbers with the same number of decimal places up to two decimal places.
● Round decimals with one decimal place to the nearest whole number.
● Recognise and write decimal equivalents to ¼, ½, and ¾ 
● Understand the effect of dividing a one or two digit number by 10 or 100. Identifying the value of the digits in the 

answer as ones, tenths and hundredths.
● Estimate, compare and calculate different measures, including money in pounds and pence.
● Solve simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to two decimal places.

Vocabulary

Tenths Pence
Hundredths Partition
Decimal Ascending
Place holder Descending
Greater Rounding
Less than Estimating
Half
Quarter
Pounds



Science States of 
matter History Unit title

BIG QUESTION: Solid, liquid or gas?
● Compare and group materials together, 

according to whether they are solids, liquids 
or gases

● Observe that some materials change state 
when they are heated or cooled, and...

● Measure or research the temperature at 
which this happens in degrees Celsius (°C)

● Identify the part played by evaporation and 
condensation in the water cycle and 
associate the rate of evaporation with 
temperature.

Vocabulary

Solid Freezing
Liquid Melting
Gas Condensing
State Evaporating
Matter Vapour
Particles Cycle
Solidifying

History is not part of this term’s learning, however 
we always encourage children to think about their 
previous learning so they can use it when they next 
work on this area of learning.



Art and 
Design

Landscapes Computing
Effective & 

efficient 
research

Create a piece of artwork using blending and 
layering.
● Learn how to mix and match colours by 

blending, layering colour.
● Uses the natural environment or townscape 

as a stimulus.

Vocabulary

Layers
Blending
Colours
Stimulus
Landscape

BIG QUESTION: How can I safely and efficiently 
research mountains and rivers?
● To think of search terms to use linked to 

questions they are finding the answers for. 
● To talk about the reliability of information on 

the Internet, e.g. the difference between fact 
and opinion. 

● To use Internet safety rules. 

Vocabulary

Research
Precise
Key words
Search engine
Cut and paste
Internet safety
Safe searching



Design and 
Technology

Unit title Geography Mountains 
and Rivers

Design and Technology is not part of this term’s 
learning, however we always encourage children to 
think about their previous learning so they can use 
it when they next work on this area of learning.

Vocabulary

BIG QUESTION: What are rivers and mountains?
● To identify human and physical 

characteristics, key topographical features 
(including hills, mountains, coasts and rivers), 
and land – use patterns.

● To understand how some of these aspects 
have changed over time.

● To describe and understand key aspects of 
physical geography, including: rivers and the 
water cycle

● To understand geographical similarities and 
differences through studying the physical 
geography of a small area of the United 
Kingdom

● Describe the process of the water cycle

Vocabulary
Rivers
Mountains
Physical geography
Water cycle



Personal 
development

Our 
environment Music Compose 

& record

BIG QUESTION: What is the environment and why 
is it important to protect it?
● What is the environment?
● Why is the environment important?
● What jobs / roles help to look after the 

environment?
● What can I do to protect and look after the 

environment?

Vocabulary

Environment
Responsibility
Protection

BIG QUESTION: How can I create a musical 
accompaniment for a film?
● Use sound to create abstract effects.
● Recognise and create repeated patterns with 

a range of instruments.
● Create accompaniments for films.
● To notice, analyse and explore the way 

sounds can be combined and used 
expressively.

Vocabulary

Tempo
Dynamics/volume
Length/duration
Clash
Tempo
Rhythm
Clash
Technique
Compose

Vocabulary

Duration
Dynamics/volume
Mood
Musical score
Notation
Symbol
Sequence
Duration
Dynamics/volume



Physical 
Education

Orienteering Trips Yorkshire 
Water

● To follow a map in a more demanding 
familiar context.

● To move from one location to another 
following a map.

● To use clues to follow a route.
● To follow a route accurately, safely and 

within a time limit.

Vocabulary

Orienteering
Map
Route
Location

Visit to Yorkshire Water
● Introduction to the water cycle and where 

our water comes from.
● The 'Baddies in the Works' presentation - 

how we remove the 'baddies' from the water 
we treat.

● A guided tour of the site with headsets.
● Water savers and wasters. Which one are 

you?

Vocabulary

Water treatment
Topographical features
Water cycle


